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ADJ Pocket Pro
ADJ’s Pocket Pro offers users the same features as
the company’s Pocket Spot but adds replaceable gobos,
four additional gobos, a powerCON input and brighter
output — without an increase in retail price. Powered
by a 25W white-light LED (increased from 12W on the
Inno Pocket Spot), the Pocket Pro produces a vibrant
beam with a 15° beam angle and is fitted with a manually-adjustable lens that can be used to alter the focus of
the beam to suit different projection distances. The fixture also includes a seven-color-plus-open color wheel.
adj.com

Chauvet Maverick MK2
Profile
Chauvet Professional’s Maverick MK2 Profile, the first
profile light in the Maverick series, is a 440W LED moving yoke fixture with an illuminance of up to 14,981 lux
at 5 meters and a zoom angle of 14° to 36°. Featuring
a four-blade framing shutter system with rotation and
dual axis movement for each shutter, the Maverick MK2
Profile lets users shape and size beams with great precision. The fixture’s iris, 3-facet motorized rotating prism
and motorized frost provide added beam control. It’s
suited for a variety of theatrical, house of worship, touring and event applications.
chauvetprofessional.com

OnSiteLED
RP64 – Par64 LED
Replacement Lamp
Now available: a drop-in LED replacement for
PAR64 incandescent light bulbs. OnSiteLED presents the RP64: an ETL-listed, energy-efficient, LED
lamp for PAR64 fixtures, compatible with existing
dimmer systems and wiring. Upgrade your PAR64
fixture to LED with a simple re-lamp.
The RP64 uses 1/10th the power of 1000 watt
bulbs with significantly less heat. Tool-less optics
change beam angles on the fly, without changing
lamps.
•
2000K to 6500K CCT up to 97 CRI
•
Metal enclosure, 8-inch mount for Par64
fixtures
•
Designed and made in the USA
•
Six quick change reflectors for light
pattern options. No tools required!
•
“Super Silence” fan, under 11dB
•
True drop in bulb replacement, ‘plug and
play’ into mogul plug socket fixtures

Address
OnSiteLED
San Jose, CA 95128

www.OnSiteLED.com • info@OnSiteLED.com • (408) 359-7401

GTD-440 N BSW

Green Hippo Hippotizer Montane+
Green Hippo’s Hippotizer Montane+ media server features Notch along with Hippotizer V4’s
pin system, letting users control content from the lighting desk or other controller. Simply export and playback directly within Hippotizer. Montane+ also offers two DP 1.2 outputs and
the latest graphics card technology, enabling more than 25,000 Notchmarks. Even the most
demanding of 3D and generative projects are handled with ease and control. The media server
also comes with 10 free Notch FX as standard, plus a playback license.

The GTD-440 N BSW, available via South El Monte,
CA-based GTD America Technology Inc., is powered
with a 7000K white light Osram HRI 440 discharge lamp
and combines the functionality of a Beam, Spot and
Wash fixture. The fixture also comes with CMY color
mixing plus a color wheel for creating a wide array of
colors, along with an automatic energy saving mode.
The beam angle ranges from 2° in beam mode to 35° in
spot mode. Also included: an 8 + 16-facet prism, W/CCW
rotation, variable speed and frost.

green-hippo.com

gtdus.com

Luxium Lighting Ziba

Leprecon XC 350 with Monitor
Leprecon’s XC 350 lighting console is designed to provide a variety of playback options for
events ranging from improvised performance to tightly scripted shows. Large edge wheel encoders and direct access Color, Beam, and Position label keys simplify programming LED and
automated fixtures. The LPC software base provides an easy-to-use interface, and new XC features make this an ideal console to control intelligent, LED and conventional fixtures.

Luxium Lighting’s Ziba is a compact, battery-powered, long-life and wire-free luminaire for event producers. Equipped with a Luxium six-channel LED engine, Ziba offers full-color adjustment and selectable
white CCT settings with the best efficacy available. This
3.5-pound event light’s 12 RGBLW LEDs can run at the
full brightness (over 1,500 lumens) for more than 11
hours. Convenient wireless operation from Luxium’s
Bluetooth mobile app or the new ShowCast wireless
DMX system is included, along with weather-resistant
construction for outdoor use and color-wrap options for
a customized look.

leprecon.com

Mega-Lite Piccolo
Blinder

Whirlwind Catdusa

The new Mega-Lite Piccolo Blinder is a compact,
bright, IP65-rated blinder that can be used indoors and
out. Equipped with one COB LED, the Piccolo Blinder is
designed to produce a powerful punch while only using a 120W of power consumption. It is supplied with
in-and-out signal and power cables, which allow for
multiple fixtures to be connected in series. With a beam
angle of 60° and a color temperature of 3000K, this compact blinder can illuminate large areas, such as stages,
theaters, churches and more.
megasystemsinc.com
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Whirlwind’s new Catdusa serves as a convenient
way to use Cat5 or Cat6 Ethernet cable for transmitting
analog audio, AES/EBU digital audio or DMX lighting
control. Catdusa is a four-channel analog snake box
that uses shielded Cat5 cable instead of traditional
multipair cable. Each channel has paralleled male and
female XLRs, allowing for greater flexibility. The two
Neutrik etherCON RJ45s (In/Thru), lets users daisy-chain
multiple boxes. If shielded Cat5 cable is used, Catdusa
can pass phantom power and DMX. The Mini stage box
design means Catdusa can be placed anywhere. There’s
also a rackmount accessory that houses two Catdusas.
whirlwindusa.com

